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Agenda

- Changes since Last IETF Meeting
- Next Step
Update summary from revision 00 to 02

• Main update from 00-02:
  • Address the SFC related comments (addressed Jim’s comments)
  • Editorial Clarification: an instance => a service contact instance(addressed Zongpeng’s comment)
  • Other editorial modifications (address Joel’s comments)

Current Issues: https://github.com/boucadair/CATS-framework/pulls
Comments to be addressed

• Issues in Github repe
  • Editorial review of Figures 3 to 5 #67 from Luis, answered by Cheng Li
  • Clarify objective function #65 from Med
  • Encrypted service identifiers #63 from Med
  • Discuss more threats in the Security Section #8

• Comments from mail list(already added into Github Repo)
  • Dirk
  • Xinxin
  • Hang
  • Luis
  • Huijuan
  • Changwang
  • Castern
  • Sharon

• Comments from Zongpeng
Next step

• Addressed the rest Issues in Github repe

• Add text in the following sections to enhance the quality of the draft, aiming to have a stable revision by the end of 2024
  • section 3.3: Framework Overview
  • Section 4.1: Provisioning of CATS Components
  • Section 4.5: Service Contact Instance Affinity
  • Section 5: Security Considerations
  • …

• Polish the draft and ask for WGLC around IETF 122

• Comments and contributions are welcome.